Mirrored Sims Tutorial
Transmogrifier Export Options Explained


Notes:
The Transmogrifier (Tmog) is a vital component in making items for The Sims. Most of it is self-explanatory, but the most useful window has several options that can be confusing if you don't know what each option does. This is an information tutorial about each option available when exporting the images (sprites) that make up an object.

Sprites come in three different types; A, P and Z. (see Tutorial 1 for full details) Sprites also come in three different sizes, relating to the zooms available in the game. Large, Medium and Small.

Different export options grey out (make unselectable) different parts of the Automatic Zoom and Channel Generation sections. The Just Change Colours checkbox also affects whether these options are available or not. 


What to Export Section
Just Change Colors Checkbox:
If you only want to change your object's colours, but not its shape, keep this checkbox checked. This will keep two of the export options, the All Channel ones, greyed out. The other two allow you to change colours but not shape.

If you want to change your object's shape at all, you need to uncheck this checkbox. This will enable you to choose either of the All Channel options. Both of these options allow you to adjust the object's shape as well as colour.


Export Options
One Zoom, One Channel:
Choose this option if you only want to change your object's colours or look, not the shape, and if you want to deal with as few files as possible. This option results in the least sprites out of all four export options.

This option exports only the P Sprites for the largest zoom. It keeps the original A and Z sprites intact for all zooms. When you next import the sprites back into your object, Tmog will automatically generate the P sprites for the smaller zooms. This reduces the amount of work and time needed for the object's graphics, but it's not perfect and some errors may occur. You should always make a visual check of the smaller zooms after importing.

All Zooms, One Channel:
Choose this option if you only want to change your object's colours or look, not the shape, and if you also want full control of how your object looks in the smaller zooms. 3x the number of files of 'One Zoom, One Channel'.

This option exports only the P Sprites for all three zooms. It keeps the original A and Z sprites intact for all zooms. When you next import the sprites back into your object, Tmog will not automatically generate any sprites and your objects will look exactly as you intended in all three zooms.

One Zoom, All Channels:
Choose this option if you want to change your object's colours, look, shape, or any combination of those, and you want to deal with as few files as possible. 3x the number of files of 'One Zoom, One Channel'.

This option exports the A, P and Z Sprites for the largest zoom only. When you next import the sprites back into your object, Tmog will automatically generate the A, P and Z sprites for the smaller zooms. This reduces the amount of work and time needed for the object's graphics, but it's not perfect and some errors may occur, including gaps or holes in A sprites. You should always make a visual check of the smaller zooms after importing.

All Zooms, All Channels:
Choose this option if you want to change your object's colours, look, shape, or any combination of those three, and if you also want full control of how your object looks in the smaller zooms. 3x the number of files of 'One Zoom, All Channels'. This option produces the most sprite files, but it also gives the most control in the final object's look.

This option exports the A, P and Z Sprites for all three zooms. When you next import the sprites back into your object, Tmog will not automatically generate any sprites and your objects will look exactly as you intended in all three zooms.
Options Section
Compress Bitmap Files:
Bitmap (.bmp) files are notorious for being very large sized files. If you have limited space on your computer to save work files, compressing your object's bitmap files may be a good idea as it makes the file sizes smaller without obvious loss of detail. The results will vary for every object so play around and see which way you prefer.

Create Sub Directories:
Every object is made up of groups of graphics (sprites). Known as 'drawgroups', these sort graphics into specific sections of the object. An object will usually have at least one drawgroup per tile, but may have more if there are dynamic sprites involved, or sprites that separate different parts of an object (for example, double bed pillows are separate to the rest of the bed sprites). If you keep this checkbox checked, Tmog will sort your object's sprites and divide them by folders for each drawgroup. This can make object sprites easier to identify, especially for complicated objects, however it also means that you have to open files in multiple folders. 

Unchecking this checkbox will keep all of the object's sprites in the one folder in your chosen save location. This enables you to quickly open all of the sprites, but it can make complicated objects appear more overwhelming. It's a matter of personal preference, so try both and see which way you prefer to work.


Automatic Zoom Generation Section 
Smooth Small Zoom Colours:
If Tmog automatically generates the P sprites for the smaller zooms (either of the 'One Zoom' export options), this checkbox controls whether or not the colours for those P sprites remain sharp or are smoothed. Smoothing (checkbox checked) can result in objects looking a bit blurry in smaller zooms, or create minor imperfections, however keeping the colours sharp (checkbox unchecked) can also create minor imperfections and some objects look better if smoothed. It's a matter of personal taste and the results vary with each object so play around and see which way you prefer.

Smooth Small Zoom Edges:
If Tmog automatically generates the A sprites for the smaller zooms (either of the 'One Zoom' export options), this checkbox controls whether or not the edges of those A sprites remain sharp or are smoothed. Smoothing (checkbox checked) means that the edges of each A sprite will be blended slightly with the background. A sprites control the object's transparency, so blending the edges results in a slight degree of transparency around the object. This can look better than having the edges solid, but it depends on the object. 

This checkbox should be unchecked if the object covers more than one tile. Leaving it checked will result in transparent lines between each tile, causing the object to look rather odd.


Automatic Channel Generation Section
Far Z Buffer:
This option is not available if you're just changing an object's colours. It comes into play only if your export option results in the automatic generation of any Z sprites. It will create Z sprites that match your P sprites using one of two Z Buffers. 

Leave this box checked if your object sits at the back of the tile (mostly paintings or curtains). Uncheck this box if your objects sits towards the front or middle of the tile.

Soft Alpha Channel:
This option is not available if you're just changing an object's colours. It comes into play only if your export option results in the automatic generation of any A sprites. It will create A sprites that match your P sprites using either soft (smoothed/blurred) edges or hard (sharp) edges.

Leave this box checked if you want a slight transparency around the outside of your object. Uncheck this box if you want a solid edge to your object, or if it's a multiple-tile object.


